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The Rape of the Lock by Alexander Pope 

 

The Rape of the Lock, an internationally acclaimed mock heroic epic by Alexander Pope is often 

prescribed for the first year undergraduate students of English Literature across the universities of 

India. In order to meet the aims and objectives of teaching the poem there are some preliminaries 

which need to be done among other things:  

1. Knowing the period in which it was written i.e. the Neo Classical Period (1660-1785) or to 

be more precise the Augustan Age or the Age of Pope (1700-1745). 

2. Acquainting oneself with Alexander Pope as a poet and the conditions which moulded his 

sensibility. 

3. Familiarising oneself with the genre i.e. Mock Heroic Epic, Pope uses to articulate his 

poetic inspiration in The Rape of the Lock. 

4. Themes and techniques used by Pope and the reception of the poem. 
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The Neo Classical Period 

For the sake of convenience of study English Literature is organized into period of its history. Most 

historians of English Literature put AD 450 as the point in history where English literature 

is said to have begun in a concrete manner.AD 450-1066 is called the Old English Period, 

1066-1500 is called the Middle English Period,1500-1660 is called the Renaissance or the 

Early Modern Period,1660-1785 is called the Neo Classical Period which we shall study 

in some detail,1785-1830 is called the Romantic Period,1832-1901 is called the Victorian 

Period, 1901-1914 the Edwardian Period,1910-1936 is the Georgian Period.1914 onwards 

is the Modern Period and 1945 onwards the Postmodern Period. As first year students it 

would do good to have this chronology in mind for a better understanding of things to 

come. 

The Neo Classical Period 1660-1700 spans for 140 years or so and it begins with the Restoration 

of the Stuart line of monarchy in 1600 with Charles II taking over from the Puritan leader 

Oliver Cromwell. During this period eminent writers such as John Dryden, Alexander 

Pope, Joseph Addison, Jonathan Swift, Samuel Johnson, Oliver Goldsmith, Edmund 

Burke, to name a few, shared some ideas and characteristics so they were bracketed within 

this period by literary historians. These writers were traditionalists and believed in the 

classical writers of ancient Rome and Greece as their ideals. They celebrated and emulated 

these classics in their work so the age was named as neo i.e. new and classical i.e. following 

the ancient literary standards set by the Greeks and the Romans.  They took radical 

innovation as a weakness and fallacy to be avoided. The Neo Classical writers considered 

the ancient Roman and Greek poets to have achieved excellence and set up literary models 

to be emulated and to have perfected the principal literary genres for all ages. Pope himself 
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translated Homer’s Illiad into English and made it accessible for the common readers of 

England including women.  

 The Neo Classical writers regarded literature as an art which is a set of skills perfected through 

prolonged study and practice “and consists mainly in the deliberate adaptations of the 

known and tested means to the achievement of foreseen ends upon the audience”. As laid 

down in Horace’s Ars Poetica the Neo Classical writers demanded “finish, correction and 

attention to detail”. The Neo Classical writers were therefore pains -taking craftsmen 

having utmost veneration for the rules of their art. For them human beings as an integral 

part of the society was regarded as the primary subject matter as does Pope in The Rape of 

the Lock too by centering the poem on the elite urban society of London. Poetry consisted 

in the imitation of human life or as “a mirror held up to nature”. For them the primary aim 

of poetry is to lend novel and consummate expression to the great common places of human 

wisdom. These Neo Classical writers viewed human beings as having limited capability 

and so, they ought to set for themselves only accessible and limited goals. They thought 

that reason and judgement were the most admirable faculties and that decorum was 

essential. The writers desired to achieve harmony, proportion, balance and restrain, which 

is also evidenced through the choice of Heroic Couplets (rhymed iambic pentameter lines) 

by the major poets like John Dryden and Alexander Pope. The major satiric and didactic 

literatures of the period mock human pride and foibles. The Rape of the Lock also mocks 

contemporary vanities and foibles, so, it is widely read as mirror of contemporary society. 

The Neo Classical period itself is divided into three periods for better understanding and of course 

having its own historical and literary reasons: 

i. The Restoration Period   1660-1700 
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ii. The Augustan Age or the Age of Pope  1700-1745 

iii. The Age of Sensibility or the Age of Johnson  1745-1785 

 

(1.ii) The Augustan Age or the Age of Pope 

                              (1700-1745) 

 
Like the Neo-classical period the Augustan age too draws its name from the ancient classical times. 

The original Augustan age was that of Virgil, Horace, Ovid and Tibullus under the reign of the 

Roman emperor Augustus (27 BC-AD 14).In the eighteenth century and after the term was used 

for the literary period in England spanning from 1700 to 1745 in which Dryden, Pope, Addison, 

Swift, Goldsmith, Steele and to some extent Johnson lived and imitated the style of the Roman 

literary giants. Urbane and classical elegance in writing; harmony, decorum and proportion in 

expression mark the literary age inspired by the classical times. Alexander Pope(1688-1744) being 

a self-made, enterprising, original, uncompromising, controversial and notorious literary genius 

was celebrated by the historians of English Literature by calling the Augustan Age as the Age of 

Pope. Some of his acclaimed contributions to English literature are: Homer’s Iliad (translation) 

published in 1709, An Essay on Criticism (1711), The Rape of the Lock(1712) in two cantos, The 

Rape of the Lock (1714) in five cantos, The Rape of the Lock(1717) with Clarissa’s speech added, 

Peri Bathos (1728) which satirizes many contemporary writers, The Dunciad Variorum (1729), 

An Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot(1735) to name a few. 

Note: Part 2, 3 and 4 shall follow. This e-content is a compilation for the use of students from 

standard sources by Dr. Naqui Ahmad John, Patna College.  

  


